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Abstract 

 

In most rural landscapes, remnants of native vegetation are surrounded by farmland.  

Although many native species come and go, many do not, with most reptiles, amphibians 

and small mammals effectively stranded.  These isolated subpopulations are vulnerable to 

disturbance and resource limitation, and many are declining towards local extinction.  In the 

same landscapes, other remnants where these species are absent are improving in habitat 

quality, both through natural regeneration and via active restoration efforts.  So, for many 

species in many landscapes, populations resemble dynamic checkerboards: too many 

individuals in some patches of decreasing quality and no individuals in other patches of 

increasing quality.  A short-term solution to this situation is to move animals to ‘seed’ these 

vacant patches.  From a straight conservation point of view, these targeted translocations fill 

in the range of many species, increasing overall population size and reducing the likelihood 

of local extinction.  From an ecological stand-point, this is a large, coordinated series of 

experiments, revealing functional roles and the mechanistic basis of habitat preferences.  

Once underway, this scheme would engage directly with the general public, rewarding best 

practice land management by offering landholders opportunities to restore wildlife to their 

properties. In contrast to conventional reintroduction schemes—expensive reactive 

interventions involving highly-trained specialists and captive-raised endangered species—

this proactive, community-driven initiative is cheap and aims to avert future declines by 

keeping common species common.  To realise this vision, several practicalities need to be 

resolved: protocols established regarding species and site selection (habitat extent, quality, 

configuration), minimum viable number of animals to move, maximum numbers to take from 

source populations, and population genetics. The Landcare movement has demonstrated the 

willingness of farmers to restore their properties with plants that used to grow there—why not 

give them the opportunity to put some of the animals back as well? 

  

  


